3 Life‐Changing Days, Over 40 World‐Renowned Health Experts…
and 1 Exclusive Spot Just for YOU
Subhead: 1 in 2 Americans will suffer from a chronic diseases like cancer, heart disease, and
diabetes…but it doesn’t have to be YOU. If you seek the truth, question “standard care”, and
value your health freedoms, this is the ultimate educational opportunity for you.
Dear Fellow Truth Seeker,
Ty Bollinger here (founder of TTAC) with a rare opportunity you can’t afford to miss.
You see, over a short span of time not too long ago I lost seven different family members to
cancer, including my mother and father.
Devastated -- and frankly angry that so few solutions seemed available to help them, and those
that were available often did more harm than good -- I decided to do something about it.
I set out on my own personal Quest to discover the truth about cancer... the methods to avoid it,
and to beat it, that had proven successful throughout the world but that no one was hearing about
(often because certain powerful institutions didn’t want people to know about them.)
The result: great hope, even in the midst of my grief, that what happened to my family would not
have to happen to others. Cancer can be avoided, and cancer can be beaten, on a much wider
scale than it is today if people had access to this knowledge, I realized.
The result of that? The Truth About Cancer docu-series, website, and community that has now
helped millions worldwide!
And on a personal level, my Quest for answers empowered me to overcome my grief and
eradicate my FEAR of cancer -- and other diseases, too -- through a new understanding of
healing and personal growth.
So now it’s YOUR turn to fulfill your quest for real answers that will truly help you.
As you know, when you reach a certain age—and especially if you or a loved one have battled,
or are battling, serious chronic health challenges like cancer—REAL answers to your health
challenges are priceless.
And you also know…
Investing in your health and education is the most powerful thing you can do to prevent
disease and live a long and meaningful life.

With this in mind...

You Are Formally Invited to Fulfill Your Own Health Quest
at the Decade’s Most Important and Exclusive Health Event
If you’re ready to arm yourself against cancer, chronic disease, and all the fear and
misinformation that comes along with it…
OR get the answers you need to BEAT cancer and other chronic diseases for good…
OR secure your health and the health of your loved ones for the long haul…
Mark your calendar for October 14-16, 2016.
(Or have you got better plans lol?)
I took my Quest, now it’s time for you to take yours…and you won’t have to do it alone.
You will enjoy the fine company of a small group of like-minded friends…and the world’s most
sought-after integrative health experts.
You read right.
We have arranged for not one, not five, but over 40 of today’s most renowned and brilliant
natural health luminaries to guide, inspire, and frankly BLOW your mind with their latest
research and best practices for preventing and beating chronic disease.
With very limited seating available, you get to see them LIVE, up close, and in person in a
small-venue setting.
Just who are these 40 World-Renowned Experts?
The “The Truth About Cancer Ultimate LIVE Symposium” takes place October 14-16, 2016 and
includes such renowned natural health legends as…
Dr. Joseph Mercola... Mike Adams... Dr. Stanislaw R. Burzynski... Dr. Joshua Axe... Sayer Ji...
Dr. Andrew Wakefield... KC & Monica Craichy... Dr. Jonathan Wright...
Dr. Leigh Erin Connealy... Ocean Robbins... Dr. Ben Johnson... Jordan Rubin... Dr. Patrick
Quillin... G. Edward Griffin... Dr. Darrell Wolfe... Jeffrey Smith... Dr. Robert Scott Bell...

And the dozens of other top natural health luminaries you’ll see below... along with us, your cohosts, me (Ty) and my wife Charlene Bollinger, co-founders of TTAC.
Here’s the best part: we’ve set an intimate (and stylish) stage for your custom health Quest
…
While we could fill a football stadium with “health Questers” (i.e. attendees), for this once-in-alifetime event—and it would definitely be worth it...
We’re keeping this an exclusive and “intimate” affair to make it a truly life-changing event just
for you. :-)
Imagine being surrounded and supported by an entire room of like-minded people all
dedicated to the Quest for REAL answers to today’s health crises’.
Plus…

The “Rock Superstars” of Natural Health...
Gathered Together for One Time ONLY to Guide You on Your Quest
Call it the Woodstock (or Coachella, or Bonnaroo) of the Natural Health world, but in a much
more private and exclusive setting!
Because never before have so many of today’s top caliber natural health leaders been pulled
together to provide their most life-changing insights LIVE to you.
(Considering how challenging it was, you can bet it likely will never happen again.)
However, because we wanted to keep this an “intimate” event in a small-venue setting for you...
...Only 1500 spots total are available. Which means this rare chance to embark on your ultimate
custom health Quest will sell out fast!

Learn from the BEST About The Health Issues that Matter
Most to YOU
If you or a loved one are facing cancer, you’ll be able to pick and choose the best speakers and
topics to fuel your cancer-conquering Quest.
If you suffer from other chronic diseases such as heart disease, you can choose the perfect mix of
talks to empower you back to health.
And if you want to optimize your health, gain knowledge, and focus on prevention you will have
an array of cutting-edge topics and speakers to guide you on your journey.

Customize your Quest by learning about such breakthrough topics as:

●

Best practices for avoiding ALL types or chronic disease…and their debilitating
symptoms and painful treatments

●

How to navigate the cancer system like a pro! Including what questions to ask your
doctor, how to investigate viable alternatives, and which harmful treatments and
diagnostics to avoid at all costs

●

Insider-tips on the most promising, natural plant-based anti-cancer drugs

●

Exactly which foods and supplements safely increase longevity, prevent disease, and help
you maintain vibrant, lasting health

●

How to reboot your body’s ability to fight off cancers, prevent heart disease, and detoxify
pathogens, poisons, and negative stressors

●

Life-saving information on breakthrough diagnostic methods for early detection and
prevention of heart disease, cancer, metabolic disorder, and other chronic diseases

●

The steps to detoxifying cancer-causing thoughts, traumas, and recapturing the allhealing power of HOPE

●

How to avoid breast, prostate, and other common hormonal-activated cancers (even if
they’re in your genes)

●

…and much MUCH more

With 40 speakers lecturing over 3 days you’ll have no shortage of topics to choose from.
And you’ll enjoy it all in the lap of luxury…
(Photo of Resort)

The World’s Top Natural Health Luminaries Gathered to
Support Your Quest...At One of the USA’s Most Exclusive
Resorts!
Imagine 3 full days of discovering the most powerful health secrets you won’t hear anywhere
else from today’s most renowned and respected natural health innovators...
And now imagine doing so in the ultimate comfort and style at one of the United States’
premiere resorts:
The Gaylord Texan Resort & Convention Center in Grapevine, Texas!
In the spirit of optimal health, we invite you to unwind, recharge, and destress as you embark on
your custom health Quest.
Each of the 1500 rooms at the awe-inspiring Gaylord Texan are luxurious masterpieces, and the
resort features first-class restaurants, indoor gardens and winding waterways under stunning
glass atriums, a gorgeous pool, a world-class spa, and so much more!
PLUS it’s all conveniently located for you just 12 minutes from the Dallas/Fort Worth
International Airport.

And since this is YOUR custom health Quest you get everything you want, and nothin’ you
don’t.
During the 3 day event, the “biggest” of our natural health superstars like Dr. Mercola and Mike
Adams will be featured in a comfortable main auditorium at the Gaylord Texan.
Throughout each day, you’ll also be able to choose from multiple “breakout sessions” featuring
the luminaries and health topics you want in different comfortable meeting spaces.
Worried you’ll miss out on something? We’ve got you covered.
Your admission includes a full recording of the ENTIRE event, so you can relax and enjoy the
show knowing you won’t miss a beat.
Speaking of relaxing…
At the Gaylord, you will have four top-notch restaurants to choose from, two coffee houses, a
nightclub with nightly entertainment, a full-service spa... and some of the most comfortable beds
imaginable to end your day in!

A Who’s Who of The Natural Health World... And They’re
All YOURS!
(Speaker Line‐up)

Your Ultimate Once-in-a-Lifetime Chance to Fulfill Your
Health Quest
The Smartest Investment you can Make in your Health
Plus You Support Our Mission in the Process!
It’s a challenge to arrange an event with even a few top health luminaries.
So as you can guess, it’s a monumental challenge to arrange a live event with over 40 of today’s
top health luminaries giving you their absolute top health and life-changing insights.
And while we did consider hosting this in a much larger venue such as a stadium, we decided
against that because we didn’t want to go for most...
We decided to make this the absolute best.
With the number and caliber of the experts, with the small-venue and “personal” setting arranged
for your custom Quest, this truly will be a historic live event... The Truth About Cancer Ultimate
LIVE Symposium.

However, while I do realize the positive impact this will have on your life is reason #1 you will
want to attend, I’m extremely grateful for reason #2...
When you reserve your seat, you’ll be supporting our mission here at The Truth About
Cancer to:
●
●
●

Educate the world about all the many (far‐too‐little‐known) ways to prevent and beat cancer
Expose all the mis‐information out there leading most people to believe drugs, surgery,
chemotherapy, and radiation are “the only options”
Ultimately, eradicate cancer... and eradicate the “culture of fear” surrounding this disease, and
other diseases too!

It’s a true “win-win” for you and for the many lives that we here at TTAC can improve (and
save), so thank you!
Now…what are you waiting for?! Your moment to fulfill your personal health Quest is
now…register today!

Very Limited Space Available...
Don’t wait to begin your own health Quest…Reserve Your Spot Today!
●
●
●

You’ll receive one full ticket to the 3‐day live TTAC Natural Health Symposium, including your
choice of main events and any and all breakout sessions with the “Rock Stars” of natural health
You’ll have the opportunity to reserve a room at the Gaylord Texan at our special group rate
pricing if you so choose
PLUS you will receive 3 incredible FREE Bonuses worth over $900, to help you fulfill your
custom Quest (that’s more than the cost of your ticket!!):
o BONUS 1: You’ll receive a full‐package professional recording of the entire event
shipped to your door (so you won’t miss a single life‐saving topic): $299.00 FREE
o BONUS 2: You’ll get a Gold Physical package of “The Truth About Cancer: A Global
Quest”: $599.00 FREE
▪ Includes physical DVDS of the entire Global Quest docu‐series, 68 hours of uncut
survivor interviews and stories, full easy‐to‐read transcripts, MP3 recordings,
and Cliff Notes
o BONUS 3: And a signed copy of my (Ty Bollinger’s) much‐anticipated new book: $24.95
FREE

Special Rate: Just $497 per registrant
To recap, the smartest health investment you will ever SEE includes:
●

Your once-in-a-lifetime chance to fulfill your health Quest with 40 the world’s TOP
natural health luminaries to guide you

●

Over $900 in bonuses absolutely FREE

●

Access to our special group rate on luxury accommodations at the Gaylord Texan Resort
and Convention Center

●

AND you’ll rest easy every night knowing you’ve armed yourself with the finest health
knowledge available to protect your future

Don’t wait another moment to claim your exclusive spot at the health event of the decade.
At this price and value, the 1500 total spots are filling up mighty fast!
Yes, I Want to Reserve
My Spot!

»
Click Here Now to Register »

Or call our private line 10am - 5pm Eastern with
questions and to register:
(844) 707-8787

Just the Facts, Ma’am
What:

The Truth about Cancer Ultimate LIVE Event

When:

October 14 ‐ 16, 2016

Where:

The Gaylord Texan Resort & Conference Center, 1501 Gaylord Trail, Grapevine, Texas
76051 (about 12 minutes from Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport)

Who:

You and over 40 of the world’s most esteemed natural health experts presenting their
most powerful & transformative insights.

Rooms:

You will have the opportunity to book a room at the Gaylord Texan if you so choose at
our special group rate of $179.00 per night for a regular room. Further information will
be provided upon event purchase.

Transportation: All transportation, including flights, is the responsibility of the registrant.

Cancellation
Policy:

Cancellations must be made more than 30 days in advance of October 14, 2016. There
will be no guaranteed refunds if registrant cancels within 30 days of the event; only if
we are able to fill the cancelled seat will a refund be granted if cancelled within 30
days of the event.
Questions? Call our private line 10am to 5pm Eastern at (844) 707‐8787, or email
ultimatelivesymposium@thetruthaboutcancer.com (please be aware that space is
limited and may sell out quickly; calling us for fast answers is therefore the
recommended route.)

We look forward to meeting you and being a part of your Quest at The Truth About Cancer’s
Ultimate LIVE Symposium!
-Ty [Insert signature]
[Insert Pictures of Ty & Charlene, and Jon]

